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Assessment 2: Futures Portfolio (Part A) 

Experience Australian Surrealism 
through Mixed Reality at the 
National Gallery of Australia 
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Introduction  

The National Gallery of Australia (NGA) (2019a) aims ‘to be an inspiration for the people of 
Australia’.  If the NGA were to incorporate elements of virtual and augmented reality technology 
into their exhibitions it would be an opportunity to realise this vision, as well as meeting their 
2019-2022 ICT Strategy in respect to expanding the NGA’s digital ability and scope that is detailed 
within the current Corporate Plan (National Gallery of Australia 2019b, p. 11).  This futures 
portfolio proposes that the Australian surrealist Agapitos/Wilson collection which comprises over 
285 paintings, prints, collages, drawings, photographs and sculptures created between 1925 and 
1955, be reimagined to incorporate a mixed reality (MR) exhibition adjacent to the current 
gallery.  A pop-up three space immersive experience, utilising a combination of a MR headset 
incorporating artificial intelligence (AI), MR software, depth-sensing cameras and motion-tracking 
technology, and curved touchscreens. 

Rationale  

As the NGA has acquired the largest collection of Australian surrealist art it is ideally suited to 
curate and present the proposed exhibition.  This retrospective will allow visitors to hold 
immersive and seemingly impossible interactions with dead surrealist artists.  Through the 
utilisation of AI and MR software, the visitor will carry on a conversation about the artists’ works 
and life.  Three levels of immersion will be incorporated into the exhibition, each level taking the 
visitor deeper into its illusion (see Figure 1) resulting in a unique and memorable gallery 
experience. 

 
 

Figure 1: 
Exhibition Immersion Engagement Levels 

(Author’s own 2019, unpublished) 
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In terms of curatorial intent, the experience will literally bring both the artist and their works back 
to life; providing a real first-person perspective and emotional connection for the visitor. On a 
more materialistic note, the novelty of the exhibition will draw more visitors to the NGA, opening 
up the opportunity for patron retention, as well as providing a second viewing platform for the 
physical collection. 

Mansfield et al. (2014, p. vi) states that the Gallery sector is directed to enable public access to 
their holdings for academic and inspirational purposes. In line with this directive, the NGA 
partnered with Google in April 2012 (Google 2015), to ensure that the entire NGA collection 
would be available digitally (Mansfield et al. 2014, p. 11).  A true example of cultural equity and 
democratisation.  

By using MR to spotlight Australian surrealist art, the NGA will provide visitors with an innovative 
and thought-provoking way to participate and interpret the works of art; a pathway to their 
imagination, original thinking, and co-creational ideas.  This participation on the part of the visitor 
awakens a sense of connection to their Australian heritage, and a more personal experience of 
the past (Mansfield et al. 2014, p. 17). 

Implementation Vision 

 

 

Figure 2: 
Australian Surrealism Exhibition Floorplan 

(Author’s own 2019, unpublished) 

The exhibition would comprise three educational and interactive spaces (see Figure 2): 

Space 1: Surrealism Timeline 

Designed to look like a clock, with bench seating shaped as ‘clock hands’, artists (holograms) will 
walk around the edge of the clockface, stopping to provide pertinent timeline information when 
a visitor is sensed entering the space.  This is a level 1 immersion (see Figure 1); an information 
presentation only. 
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Space 2: Dine through Time 

A 12 person dining table, six chairs for visitors and six spaces for artists to sit and interact digitally.  
Each visitor may replace an artist with their own selection.  Depending on how many visitors 
participate, a single visitor may select up to 6 artists to converse with at a time, at a level 2 
immersion (see Figure 1). 

Space 3: Ask an Artist 

An interaction between a single artist and a visitor, following the selection of the artist from a 
virtual menu. This is a level 3 immersion (see Figure 1); a responsive communication interwoven 
with sensory experiences. 

Similar Innovations in the Sector 

On the 23rd November 2017, the London Tate Modern exhibited Italian artist Amedeo 
Modigliani’s final studio in a virtual reality immersive experience (Tate 2017); its impact on 
cultural organisations was immense.  Since 2017, a number of MR experiences have been 
implemented successfully worldwide, namely the reimagining of the R. W. Ekman painting 
‘Opening of the Diet in 1863 by Alexander II’ at the National Museum of Finland (The National 
Museum of Finland 2018), the ‘No Spectators: The Art of Burning Man’ exhibition at the 
Smithsonian (Smithsonian American Art Museum 2018), and the ‘Fūjin and Raijin Folding Screen’ 
exhibition at the Kyoto National Museum (Hakuhodo-VRAR 2018). The last exhibition provides 
the closest example to this proposal, as it integrates 3D ‘touchable’ holograms, within a MR 
environment controlled by a visitor wearing a headset. 

Conclusion 

The unconscious public mind seeks exploration, and what better way to satisfy this thirst for 
discovery than by immersing all senses within a surrealistic exhibition landscape of intellectuals, 
savants’ and possibly scoundrels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZW0jH_nivSuvSmFHppURyg
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Part B of this assessment can be found at https://youtu.be/-VvJS9uTu8w. 
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